Interconnection Solutions
From CoreSite

REAL-TIME CONNECTIONS ENABLING HIGH-PERFORMANCE IT SOLUTIONS

CoreSite provides enterprises with a variety of secure, reliable interconnection options into a community of over 775 networks, cloud and IT service providers residing in our data centers.

INTERCONNECTION SOLUTIONS

• Blended IP
• Cross connects
• Direct connect services to leading public clouds
• Inter-site and inter-market connectivity
• Peering exchanges
• The CoreSite Open Cloud Exchange®
Increase Performance and Efficiency While Reducing TCO

**BLENDED IP**
Offering single connections for traditional connectivity and fully-redundant connections for mission-critical applications, Blended IP is a simple solution for the low-bandwidth requirements that come with a data center deployment.

**CROSS CONNECTS**
Cross connects are physical cables that allow you to easily make direct connections to networks, cloud providers and other business partners within our data centers. Our cross connect products provide access to a dynamic ecosystem of customer networks, facilitating traffic exchange, reinforcing network resiliency and enabling disaster recovery.

**DIRECT CONNECT SERVICES TO LEADING PUBLIC CLOUDS**
Direct connection to leading cloud services such as AWS Direct Connect, Google Cloud Platform, Microsoft Azure ExpressRoute, Alibaba Cloud, Oracle FastConnect and IBM Cloud Direct Link.

**PEERING EXCHANGES**
The Any2Exchange for Internet peering®, owned and operated by CoreSite, has over 300 members nationwide and is also the largest Internet Exchange on the West Coast. Additionally, we partner with top Internet Exchanges—AMS-IX, DE-CIX, LINX, NYIIX, United IX and BBIX—offering customers interconnection and peering options natively within our data center locations. Using stable, fast and cost-effective peering fabrics, CoreSite connects you with hundreds of users around the globe.

**THE CORESITE OPEN CLOUD EXCHANGE**
Growing your network in the cloud often requires dynamic connections to a number of other service providers. The CoreSite Open Cloud Exchange provides one-to-many connectivity into one of the industry's fastest-growing communities of enterprises networks and cloud service providers. You can also get access to a nationwide SDN connection between CoreSite markets. Our API-accessible, real-time online portal enables you to set up, tear down and modify your data center connections simply and efficiently.

**INTER-SITE AND INTER-MARKET CONNECTIVITY**
Inter-site and inter-market connectivity offers a range of service options and a virtual extension between data center sites, allowing you to overcome capacity or network access constraints at your original data center and grow within your region or expand to new regions.